
Unless otherwise indicated, all books
are in the Teen Room shelved by the

author's last name.

Looking for more suggestions?

MHL subscribes to two databases that will
give book suggestions based on other books

you've enjoyed.

Check them out at:
http://www.mhl.org/databases

Also, fill out our reading suggestions survey
and a teen librarian will email you

personalized book recommendations:

https://mhl.org/teenbookrecs

May the best man winMay the best man win
by ZR Ellor
After coming out as a
transgender boy, Jeremy
Harkiss, cheer captain and
student body president,
challenges his ex-boyfriend
Lukas for the title of
Homecoming King.

Love & other disastersLove & other disasters
by Anita Kelly
While competing on a popular
cooking show, Dahlia
Woodson stirs up trouble
when she gets involved with a
nonbinary contestant, and as
their relationship heats up
both in and out of the kitchen,
she wonders if they have the
right ingredients for a happily

ever after.

Indestructible objectIndestructible object
by Mary McCoy
After her boyfriend publicly
breaks up with her and her
parents announce they are
separating, Lee enlists her
friends to produce a podcast
called “Objects of Destruction,”
in which they investigate if
love actually exists at all.

Girl havenGirl haven
by Lilah Sturges
Teen Graphic Sturges
When Ash invites a group of
friends from Pride Club over
to her house, they try one of
the spells and find themselves
transported to the magical
realm of Koretris.
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Kiss & tellKiss & tell
by Adib Khorram
On boy band Kiss & Tell's first
major tour, lead singer Hunter
Drake grapples with a painful
breakup with his first
boyfriend, his first rebound,
and the stress of what it
means to be queer in the
public eye.

CampCamp
by Lev AC. Rosen
At Camp Outland, a camp for
LGBTQIA teens, sixteen-year-
old Randall "Del" Kapplehoff's
plan to have Hudson
Aaronson-Lim fall in love with
him succeeds, but both are
hiding their true selves.

Cinderella is deadCinderella is dead
by Kalynn Bayron
Queer black girls team up to
overthrow the patriarchy in the
former kingdom of Cinderella.

A dark and starlessA dark and starless
forestforest
by Sarah Hollowell
Separated from the rest of the
world by an eerie and
menacing forest, Derry must
learn to embrace its
darkness—and the magic
inside of her—when several of
her siblings go missing.

A Million QuietA Million Quiet
RevolutionsRevolutions
by Robin Gow
A modern love story told in
verse, Oliver and Aaron, when
Aaron moves away, write each
other letters, inspired by two
Revolutionary soldiers, who
they believe to be trans men in

love.

You should see meYou should see me
in a crownin a crown
by Leah Johnson
A black, underprivileged misfit
from a wealthy, prom-obsessed
midwestern community plans
to attend a prestigious medical
college before the unexpected
loss of her financial aid forces

her to compete for a prom-queen scholarship.

How to Be AceHow to Be Ace
Teen Graphic Burgess
Brave, witty and empowering, this
graphic memoir follows Rebecca
as she navigates her asexual
identity and mental health in a
world obsessed with sex. From
school to work to relationships,
this book offers an unparalleled
insight into asexuality.

Golden boysGolden boys
by Phil Stamper
Gabriel, Reese, Sal, and Heath
are best friends, bonded in their
small rural town by their
queerness, their good grades,
and their big dreams. They are
about to embark on the
summer before senior year of

high school, where each is going on a new, big
adventure.

Once & futureOnce & future
by Amy Rose Capetta
Resets the Arthurian legend in
outer space, with King Arthur
reincarnated as seventeen-
year-old Ari, a female king
whose quest is to stop a
tyrranical corporate
government, aided by a

teenaged Merlin.

Alice Austen livedAlice Austen lived
herehere
by Alex Gino
Tween Gino
Entering their town’s contest for
a new statue, nonbinary Sam
delves into the history of their
subject, photographer Alice
Austen, and discovers a rich

queer history that they are part of—one they must
stand up for.

LovelessLoveless
by Alice Oseman
Surrounded by the narrative that
dating + sex = love, Georgia, who
doesn’t have sexual or romantic
feelings for anyone, comes to
understand herself as asexual/
aromantic and learns that there
are plenty of other ways to find

love and connection.

Miss MeteorMiss Meteor
by Tehlor Kay Mejia
A teen who secretly arrived with
the meteor that gave her small
hometown its name discovers
that she is turning back into
stardust and teams up with her
best friend and enters a local
beauty pageant that has always

been won by thin white girls.
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